
Having fun in turn with a mission to learn! 

TM



Target Audience …

Super Geek Heroes is a registered trademark of Yellow Spot Productions Limited

for boys 
and girls 

aged 2-6

The Super Geek Heroes English language 
series is aimed at children 2 to 6 years. 

Episodes focus on curricular areas such as 
health, literacy, numeracy and social-
emotional development encouraging children 
to interact in a fun way with the content as 
they watch.

TM



A unique early years brand …

is the only series 
Super Geek Heroes

through animation 

that teaches all 

seven early learning 

development areas 

LITERACY 

MATHEMATICS 

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT 

UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD 

EXPRESSIVE ARTS AND 
DESIGN 

PERSONAL, SOCIAL AND 
EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

COMMUNICATION AND 
LANGUAGE
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Super Geek Heroes inspire …

CHILDREN INTERACT AND 
MIMIC THE SUPERHEROES 

REPETITION HELPS RETAIN 
THE LEARNING CONTENT 

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 
HELP PARENTS TO ENGAGE 
AND HAVE FUN TOO

We help build 
confidence!

Ready to 
learn?
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Super Geek Heroes edutain …

With its unique look and feel, the series boasts a library of 28 x 3D animated learning 
episodes. Lengths vary between 5 to 8 minutes to maintain the attention span.

educate and 
entertain

“edutain”
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Narrated by children, the characters are 
able to relate easily, making the brand 
suited to all pre-schoolers. 

“NEW” extended episodes available, 
lengths varying between 15 & 30 
minutes to encourage longer viewing 
times.



Global reach …

Super Geek Heroes 
continue to attract 
established 
platform partners 
all around the 
world, making the 
brand well known 
by the company it 
keeps in…  

196 COUNTRIES!
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Ronnie 
Rock

Ant 
Active

Millie 
Maths

Peter 
Planet

Jake 
Jotter

Suzi 
Smiles

Vicky 
Voice

RED ORANGE YELLOW GREEN BLUE PINK

Meet the characters …
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PURPLE



Ronnie Rock …

 
Expressive Arts & Design  
Ronnie helps children to take part in music by playing any musical 
instrument then getting them to sing-a-long and dance.  

He’s very creative and fabulous at art so helps children to draw 
and paint by clicking his fingers to produce his magic paint brush.  

Ronnie always encourages children to use their imagination and 
teams up with Millie Maths to explain colours and create different 
shaped objects.  

Helping children to be creative is as much about encouraging 
attitudes of curiosity and questioning as about skills or techniques. 
Expressive arts and design is about how children develop their 
imaginations by exploring art, music, drama and play. 
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Ant Active …
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Physical Development  

Ant is very athletic, full of energy and he’s always on the go!  

He’s a first class sports coach and teaches children how to 
look after themselves by exercising through play and eating 
healthy foods.  

Ant Teams up with Suzi Smiles to explain the importance of 
personal hygiene and looking after yourself.  

Physical Development is about how young children gain control 
of their bodies, but it also includes how children learn about 
keeping themselves active and healthy and  how they learn to 
use equipment and materials successfully and safely. 



Millie Maths …

 
Mathematics  
Millie is a super smart little girl and has a cute smile with 
an adorable gap between her front teeth.  

She helps children to solve mathematical equations, make 
shapes and measure things.  

Millie teams with Ronnie Rock to explain colours and 
create different shaped objects.  

Helping children to enjoy mathematics is probably one of 
the most important things that adults can do so that 
children realise that mathematics is a way of finding 
things out and solving problems. 
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Peter Planet …
 
Understanding the World  
Peter is a weather expert, he knows all about the seasons and everything 
that grows and lives on planet Earth.  

He is very knowledgeable about science, space travel and the Solar System 
and is able to fly around at lightening speed on his solar powered hover-
board.  

Peter also communicates directly with Vicky Voice using his watch and cool 
futuristic head goggles to transmit events around the world.  

Understanding of the world is about how children get to know about other 
people, the place where they live and about all aspects of the environment.  

Finding out about the world around them is what young children do very 
effectively when they investigate by touching, holding or pressing things 
and by climbing on and jumping off things as they get older they love to 
explore and investigate how and why things work and to test out their 
ideas of what will happen if they do a particular thing. 
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Jake Jotter …

 
Literacy  

Jake is a knowledgeable cheeky chap who likes to help 
children improve their reading  and writing.  

He carries a special jotter with him, so he’s always 
ready to take notes and teams up with Vicky Voice to 
introduce new words phonically for children to learn.  

Being literate is essential in almost every aspect of 
adult life whether we are planning a holiday, selecting 
a TV programme or delivering parcels.  

Literacy is often thought of as the ability ‘to read 
and write’ but it also includes being able to speak and 
listen. 
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Suzi Smiles …
 
Personal, Social & Emotional Development  
Suzi is a considerate, loving, upbeat and helpful little girl and is 
positioned to help strengthen and support children’s emotional 
health and intelligence.  

She’s always smiling and likes to help children when they need love 
and support. Suzi recognises the everyday things around her and 
carries her comfort bear, who helps to build self confidence and 
awareness.  

Research shows that PSED can have a lifelong effect on children’s 
behaviours, relationships, physical and emotional well-being as well 
as the success they have in school. Suzi will help kids to express 
what they are feeling and teach them simple strategies for 
expressing and managing their feelings.  
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Vicky Voice …
 
Communication & Language  
Vicky is super bright and is excellent at communicating the phonic 
alphabet in a positive tone helping children to speak clearly. 

She’s fluent in every language across the world and teams up with 
Jake Jotter to introduce new words. Vicky also communicates 
directly with Peter Planet using her watch to help transmit events 
that are happening around the world. 

Communication and language are instilled in us as social beings and 
we are ready for communicating right from birth. From the first 
moments after  birth babies prefer their mother’s voice above all 
others. 

Communicating seems to be an in-built drive - and the ways we 
communicate rely as much on non-verbal means as on spoken 
communication.  
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Show stills …
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Series translation … Hindi

                         have 
dubbed the series into 
Hindi for Singapore and 
India based animation 
company Cosmos Maya 
(India’s largest producer 
of animation content).

Cosmos Maya will feature the content on the ‘number one’ 
Hindi YouTube channel ‘Wowkidz’, which has attracted over 
5.4 million subscribers and 3.6 billion views.
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Series translation … Mandarin

Hong Kong based licensing sub agents, Promotional 
Partners Worldwide have dubbed the series into 
Mandarin. Now available to view on China’s three 
biggest platforms; Tencent, Youku and iQiyi. Coverage 
on IPTV increases too, with the provinces of Jiangsu, 
Zhejiang and Guangdong joining Shanghai.

Super Geek Heroes available 
on leading mobile networks 
across China and Hong Kong.



Series translation … Italian

Super Geek Heroes early learning episodes have also been dubbed into 
Italian by Milan based Sanver Production.
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Sanver Production are also collaborating with Wow Kids Italiano to 
distribute the series to Italian speaking territories around the world.



Marketing & Social Media …

Working closely 
with our digital 
marketing team to 
ensure that all 
digital and social 
media activity is 
interwoven. 

While also softly 
promoting new 
consumer 
products and 
retail partners. 
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Target Marketing …
Mummy Blogger 

Campaign

UK based media company 
Weird Lime are conducting 

a focussed target 
marketing campaign with 

top blog influencers.  

Over 30 carefully selected 
Mummy Bloggers have 

been asked to review and 
share the Super Geek 
Heroes early years 

learning series with their  
1.7 million plus followers.  

 

Read by preschoolers with a circa distribution of around 200,000

 

Redan Publishing feature Super Geek Heroes activities in two of their children’s 
publications; “Friends” and “Favourites”. With Kennedy Publishing producing 25 
children’s magazines including 12 licensed titles. Super Geek Heroes educational 
activity pages feature regularly in both “Busy Time” and “Get Busy” magazines 
for boys and girls aged 3 - 9 years. 
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Super Geek Island Subscription …
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All the Super Geek Heroes ‘EYFS’ learning resource available 
on one platform. Three levels of membership subscription 
for Nursery Settings and Parents for Home Learning. 

30-50 & 40-60 months 
age groups

- 28 x Learning Mission Videos 

- 100’s of Activities & Learning Resource 

- All the SGH Series Picture eBooks 

- Fun Facts Library & Edubites 

- Future-proofed to meet OFSTED 

- Teachers Manual & Assessments  

- Nursery Settings Kit… & much more!



Super Geek Heroes publishing …

Educational Magazines - India

Primary Plus Media Pvt Ltd are a New Delhi based publisher whose titles include Little Primary Plus and 
Primary Plus Turtle. Both magazines are distributed to over 2000 schools in India and in excess of one million 
subscribers are sharing in the fun and learning all about the series.  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Having fun in turn with a 



Super Geek Heroes publishing …

Electronic Learning - digital magazines

KidsCast TV feature fun activities about the Super Geek Heroes every two weeks in their “Imagine” 
magazine publication. KidsCast are a digital entertainment and educational platform, dedicated to creating a 
safe, ad-free and in-app purchase-free environment for children.  

Cram-packed with fun activities for 
preschoolers and available to download 
from Imaginarium on the Kidscast TV 
App and circulated in print.
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Digital Publishing - schools & libraries

                   take Super Geek Heroes learning content for Learn360 and 
The World Almanac® Kids Elementary into K–12 schools, academic institutions 
and public libraries throughout USA and Canada

Learn360 allows teachers and students to stream and download 
Super Geek Heroes episodes for the classroom. Access is available 
from school or home and all content is searchable by keyword and 
learning development area.22 MILLION

Students in 

26,900 Schools Super Geek Heroes also join many 
other kid-friendly modules on 
curricular subjects that can be 
found in The World Almanac® for 
Kids Elementary, including Reader’s 
Corner, All About Animals, Our 
Planet Earth, etc.

Super Geek Heroes publishing …
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Digital Publishing - schools & libraries

ODILO provide global digital solutions for teaching and learning needs. ODILO will distribute Super Geek 
Heroes to libraries and educational institutions around the world, enabling access to our catalogue of 3D 
animated content.

Super Geek Heroes animated learning videos will 
join with over 2500 publishers on more than 
2000 sites distributed across 43 countries 
having access to 1.1 million items of digital content.

Super Geek Heroes publishing …
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ODILO provides easy-to-use 
platforms, quality content, and 
flexible lending models. 



Digital Publishing - schools & libraries

For Publishers - Procurement simplified 
with a single platform to find, license, and 
use Super Geek Heroes educational video 
content. 

Super Geek Heroes publishing …
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BOCLIPS simplifies how teachers and publishers use videos for education. You can now download or stream 
curated Super Geek Heroes video content for your class, curriculum or courseware..

TM

For Teachers - A safe, time-saving way 
to discover and share educational 
videos that spark students' curiosity.



Super Geek Heroes gaming app …

Edujoy Entertainment have created a mobile gaming application containing 35 interactive 
games linked to each of the Super Geek Heroes learning characteristics.

 

Educational Games - iOS and android apps
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Super Geek Heroes app …

Jessami Ltd have created a mobile application for young children called “Do You Promise?” It features all 
the Super Geek Heroes, enabling a child to choose their favourite character and make their promises! A 
profile is easily created and the reward is set for the chosen promise.

 

Reviewed by the team at Fundamentally Children and 
approved by the Good App Guide with resounding 
comments and great reviews.

 
Electronic Learning - iOS and android apps
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Brush Teeth

 Finish Dinner

 
Good Manners

 
Sharing

 
Stay in Bed

 Tidy Toys

 Try New Foods

 Toilet Training

 
Wash Your Hands

 

Influences a child’s 
development and 
behaviour; 



Super Geek Heroes app …
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The App is free to download and includes 
free and paid for options - the latter 
being celebrities, filters and hot brands.

 

宝宝来啦

The 'Baby Camera’ App is developed and published by Meiren Technology. In the top 3 Camera App category 
in China and develop for a wide target demographic.

 

Digital Stickers - iOS and android apps



Super Geek Heroes ebooks …

Publishing - interactive ebook app
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By means of the latest 
technologies, the aim of 

the eMooks app is to 
enable readers to totally 

immerse themselves in 
the story, giving their 

imagination a boost, by 
combining what they 

see and hear.

 The app synchronises sounds, 
ambient noise and music with 

the text, in this way the 
automated contents are 
amplified on tablets and 

smartphones, making them 
more life-like than ever before. 



Licensing strategy …

magazines, picture/board & story books, activity and sticker                                                     
apps & games 
plush toys, play sets, arts and craft accessories, games and puzzles, jigsaws 
bags, lunch kits, flasks & umbrellas                                                    
paper based products, party bags and balloons                            
nightwear, underwear and daywear  
slippers, sandals, wellingtons 
bedding and bedroom decor/textiles                                                                                                                  
activity based sheets for pre-schoolers in family focused restaurants 

Publishing: 
Digital:       
Toys:           
Back to School:  
Party:   
Apparel: 
Footwear: 
Housewares: 
Promotional:  

We are seeking partners 
in the following 
categories to join our 
licensing programme. 
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Publishing overview …

Facts & Learning Developments; 
- discovering elements within each key learning development area 
- introducing animals, insects and everyday objects 
- keeping things tidy, being polite, making promises 
- using nursery items & playthings as props 
- having fun with learning missions in the Super Geek Heroes “World”

Publishing will initially focus on seven early years picture books introducing the new Super Geek Heroes World. 
Each adventure story will feature one of the ’super heroes' and deliver a core message related to the key 
developmental areas within the ‘Early Years Foundation Stage’ in a fun and engaging way. 

“A fun and educational 
way to engage young 
children in reading!”
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Picture Book overview …

Each adventure starts with the Super Geek Heroes arriving at super 
school. The books focus on one of the character’s learning developments.. 
Once inside their classroom they discover a new mystery to solve and one 
of the characters leads a mission to learn. To help solve the mission they 
enter a lift that transports them to a secret mission control room above 
the school. They use the control monitor to scan the surrounding area.  
Someone has been up to mischief! Mission Control doubles as a  
super ship to take the seven friends on amazing journeys to  
solve each mystery. The missions are always accomplished  
and end with a learning message. The Super Geek Heroes 
say their goodbyes as they race out of super school.

Encourages interactive 
play inside the Super 
Geek Heroes World…
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Picture Book preview …

It’s book day at Super School and Jake Jotter is very excited. He’s a literacy expert and just loves reading. Jake 
sees a book he likes and when his back is turned it disappears. He heads off to tell his friends. Can Jake and the 
other Super Geek Heroes solve the mystery of the missing book? 

Complete book available to view in Publishing Guide!
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Picture Books series …

It’s a normal day at Super School but Vicky Voice is very excited 
about learning her ABC’s. She’s a communications expert and 
loves using phonics. Vicky offers to help her friends but all the 
alphabet blocks have been translated into a different language. 
She heads off to tell her friends. Can Vicky and the other Super 
Geek Heroes solve the mystery of the Chinese symbols? 

It’s sports day at Super School and Ant Active is very excited. He 
champions healthy food and exercise and just loves playing sports. 
Ant should be taking part in the running race but something else 
steals the limelight. He heads off to tell his friends. Can Ant and 
the other Super Geek Heroes solve the mystery of the race 
saboteurs? 
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Picture Books series …

It’s ‘show and tell’ day at Super School and Suzi Smiles is very 
excited. She loves helping people and uses her special cards to 
learn how we are feeling. Suzi’s teddy bear helps to make people 
feel happy but something has made him very scared. Can Suzi and 
the other Super Geek Heroes solve the mystery of the unhappy 
bear? 

It’s science day at Super School and Peter Planet is very excited. 
He understands the world and just loves exploring space. Peter 
looks up to the sky and notices that the moon is moving in a 
strange way. He heads off to tell his friends. Can Peter and the 
other Super Geek Heroes solve the mystery of the bouncing 
moon? 
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Picture Books series …

It’s music day at Super School and Ronnie Rock is very excited. 
He’s a music and drama expert and just loves singing and playing 
musical instruments. Ronnie cannot find his special guitar and 
heads off to tell his friends. Can Ronnie and the other Super Geek 
Heroes solve the mystery of the missing guitar? 

It’s numbers day at Super School and Millie Maths is very excited. 
She’s a mathematics expert and just loves shapes and numbers. 
Millie notices that the school’s clock has stopped and lessons 
cannot start. She heads off to tell her friends. Can Millie and the 
other Super Geek Heroes solve the mystery of the broken clock? 
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Creative brand direction …

The following pages provide a taste of the creative direction 
for Super Geek Heroes.

The animated series is aimed at both boys and girls with a 
striking colour palette that appeals to both genders. 

 

Our style guide is designed as gender neutral. 
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Back to School …
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Back Packs

Lunch Kits and Flasks

Back to  
School



Introducing nightwear, with 
PJ’s for boys and girls making it 
fun and exciting for all the little 

‘heroes’ heading off to bed.
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Bedtime …



Making contact …

Email: denise@edutainmentlicensing.com  

Tel: +44 (0)7976 242949 
www.edutainmentlicensing.com 

Denise Deane 
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